(n a non-negative integer) in an attempt to unify and to extend the study of certain sets of polynomials which have attracted considerable attention. Some special cases of the/ w (a<; b$\ x) are: 1 (a) Ml/2; -; x) = P n (l-2x) (Legendre). [12] . (e) / w [l/2, (l+s)/2; 1; l] = F n (z) [3] . (f) / W (1/2;1;/)=Z"(/) [4] . fe) A[1/2, (*+m + l)/2; w + 1; l]«*T(*) [8] . 
(b) /n(l;-; *) = [n\/(l/2) n ]Plr lM2 \l-2x) (Jacobi). (c) Ml, 1/2; b; x) = [n\/(b) n ]P n^1 > l -»(l-2x) (Jacobi). (d)Ml/2,t;p',v)=Hn{Ç,p,v)
If w is sufficiently small, the left member of (2) may be expanded in an absolutely convergent double series and rearranged so as to give a convergent power series in w. Let that be done. Then it is easily shown that
then the f n (x) denned by (2) are precisely the polynomials f n (a*; bj] x) given by (1) . This is a special case of a known summation formula given by T. W. Chaundy [5, p. 62] . It is necessary to note that in using the generating function we implicitly demand that the parameters ai and bj be independent of n. Starting with (1) in its expanded form,
we may, by replacing r by n -r and reversing the order of summation, write
A dififerential recurrence formula. Let us return to (2) without the restriction that G(y) be of hypergeometric type. Two equations each involving G r (y) may be found by separate differentiations of (2) with respect to x and to w. Then G'(y) may be eliminated and
in which 0 is the operator xd/dx. Direct application of (7) to (d) and (f) of §1 yields the possibly new
(in which primes denote differentiation with respect to v) and
4. Pure recurrence relations. 3 Let p^*q+l, the parameters a»-and bj be independent of n, no a* be equal to any bj, one, or one-half and let no bj be equal to a nonpositive integer. Then, for n^q+A, fn(cii', bj] x) satisfies a pure linear recurrence relation of exactly g+4 terms of the following type:
in which the numerators of the rational functions A2k are functions of n and a* only. If we change the hypothesis slightly so as to permit a,\ to equal either one or one-half, we obtain a linear recurrence relation of q+3 terms. If we allow a\ to equal one and a 2 to equal one-half, there exists a linear recurrence relation of g+2 terms.
As an example, Bateman's Z n (t) [4] has the following recurrence relation :
which we have not been able to find elsewhere. Now let p>q+l but retain the remaining conditions in the opening sentence of this section. Then, for n}£p+3, f n {a>i\ bf, x) satisfies a pure linear recurrence relation of exactly £+3 terms and of the same type as (8) above.
Contiguous polynomial relations.
For the sake of simplicity, when discussing contiguous polynomials we use the shortened notation fn(ai+) to signify / n (ai + l,
and f n (b m~-) have similar meanings. Using Rainville's results [ll] it can be shown that the / n (a»; bj\ x) have the following canonical set of 2p+q -2 contiguous polynomial relations:
For p^q.+ l,
For p<q, (10) and (11) in which H?«i t (M»)C« indicates the product of p factors, from which cu and Cm have been deleted. For p*=q, (10) and (11) with
For p = q + l, (10) and (11) with
If we admit/ n _i(a t -; bj\ x) and polynomials contiguous to it, we have another contiguous polynomial relation, namely, By an extension of the method used by Rainville for the derivation of his formula (30) in [ll] , it is comparatively easy to obtain a similar set of contiguous function relations applicable to any terminating generalized hypergeometric function in which the number of numerator parameters exceeds the number of those in the denominator by two or more. 
